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Data on the handweaving program at the Quicksand Craft
Center in the Appalachian Mountains of Eastern Kentucky were
compiled and analyzed.

Four areas--history of the craft

program, business organization and financial structure, weave
patterns of goods woven and sold by the craft center, and
weavers employed in the program--were examined to assess the
success of the program in the local community.

Factors in the

four areas examined contributed to the success of the program.
The benevolence, perseverance, and co-operation of the
founders, directors and community members involved with the
craft center have been largely responsible for the continued
success of the program.

The non-profit organizational

structure of the craft program was financially stable and met
federal guidelines for tax exemption.

Weave patterns in

goods produced at the craft center were basically traditional
with modern adaptations in fibers and end products.

Influence

of the handweaving program in the lives of weavers and their
families was primarily positive.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Appalachian Region, stretching from West Virginia
through Kentucky and North Carolina and into Georgia, is
a wide expanse of territory which is economically and commerically depressed (see Figure 1).

The rugged terrain not

only isolates the people living there, but also makes commercial and industrial development extremely difficult.
At one time the Appalachian area was rich in crafts
because the people had to be self-sufficient.

When coal

mining began in the isolated mountain communities and the
men began to flock to the mines, families began to rely upon
the company store for their goods.

They no longer needed

to spin and weave their own cloth or make their own baskets.
Consequently, the knowledge of these and other crafts began
to dwindle.

Handweaving, however, a craft generally

no longer passed from mother to daughter, is still practiced
in the Appalachian Mountains.

The craft can be found in

the form of small industries, such as the Churchill Weavers;
it can be found in the student produced crafts marketed by
Berea College; and it can be found in small community craft
centers, such as the Quicksand Craft Center.
Tucked among the peaks of the Appalachian Mountains
in eastern Kentucky is a small hollow, Vest, named for the
1
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postal Inspector who established a post office in the area
A one lane gravel road that snakes

in 1886 (Rennick, 1984).

along t.le bank of Ball Creek is the only access.

Vest is

a small community of about 200 people living along the banks
of Ball Creek (Powell, 1972).

Perched upon the steep mountain-

side overlooking Vest is the Quicksand Craft Center, a nonprofit organization that employs local people to produce
handwoven goods for sale.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to document the history
and analyze the weaving program at the Quicksand Craft Center,
and to assess the success of the program in the local community.

Such information could be useful in making educated

'.iecisions about related programs for similar communities
in the future.

Justification
Much research and writing has been done concerning
American handweaving.

One area neglected by research is

a detailed description of a successful handweaving program
supplying labor for the community and profit for the weavers.
Waagen (1982) noted in her study of American handweaving
as art that little of American handweaving has been documented.
Research on weaving in isolated areas of the Appalachian
is particularly obscure.

Consequently, Waagen (1982) recom-

mended that future research be conducted to record and document the accomplishments of individual artists, schools,
and weaving programs.
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Recent literature has focused on future concerns relative to handweaving, especially on the marketing of these
goods.

Charles Counts (1966), in a report for the U.S.

Department of Commerce on the economic development of American handicrafts, recommended that future studies be
conducted
in the area of marketing since there is a dearth of information on this topic.

Furthermore, Graham (1975) pointed out

that marketing research is needed in order to help the
craftsman sell items at the best possible price.

In his opinion,

most hand made crafts are underpriced for the
time, skill,
and effort involved.

In conjunction with this idea Cole

(1938), in her thesis "Handweaving in Five Selected
Mountain
Communities of Kentucky," concluded that a need existed
for
research to detail the structure of other mountain weaving
programs with emphasis on the business and marketing aspects
.
Another area of concern is the financial support and
growth of the handweaving programs.

Many craft programs

are federally subsidized or supported by non-profit
organizations, as is the case with the Quicksand Craft
Center.
Johnson (1985), in Weaving Rag Rugs, supported the
concept
of federal financial aid for the continuation of
traditional
crafts.

She refuted the argument made by some that such

federal support corrupts the traditional process.

According

to Johnson (1985), research supporting the idea that
tradition in crafts is aided, not hindered, by federal support
would contribute to the future stability of such
programs.

The handwoven items sold by the Quicksand Craft Center
are labeled with traditional coverlet pattern names giving the
impression that the crafts are traditional.

Research which

explores this aspect is necessary to determine whether
traditionalism is being adhered to and to judge the influence
of the idea of traditionalism on sales figures.
Furthermore, this research could be extremely helpful
in dealing with the problems of the craft industry.

The in-

formation gathered from this investigation could complement
the findings of a study for the state of Kentucky conducted
by the Spindletop Research Center located at the University
of Kentucky.

The Spindletop researchers compiled informa-

tion on the different types of craftsmen in the industry,
how each is employed, and current economic circumstances for
each type of craftsman.

Counts (1966) noted that information

of the type compiled in the Spindletop Research Study can be
most useful in furthering the profitability of craft programs.
Many factors contribute to the success of craft programs.

Raine (1924) stated that "the kind of work that should

be undertaken depends partly upon the community under consideration, partly upon the finances available, and largely upon
the personality and resourcefulness of the workers that
undertake it" (p. 246).

Various factors that make craft

programs ideally suited for the Appalachian Region have been
suggested by several scholars:
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1. Due to bad roads and family need
s, the craftsman is
often homebound, and crafts can
be practiced in the home
(Woods, 1972).
. The per capita income indicate
s that primary income
is not sufficient to support the
family.

Crafts can be

worked in spare time so that inco
me from crafts is supplementary, not primary (Woods, 1972).
3. Many craft materials are read
ily available in the
mountainous surroundings; therefor
e, little or no capital
investment is necessary (Woods, 1972
).
4. Creativity and skill improvement
can strengthen self
pride (Woods, 1972).
5. The isolation of the Appalach
ians has contributed to
a strong cultural heritage that
can be incorporated into the
crafts and utilized

in marketing (Counts, 1966).

6. Economic return from the sale
of crafts produced by
the mountain women can establis
h self reliance, helping
their plight (Eaton, 1930).
7. Community members are brou
ght together, thereby
strengthening group co-operation
skills (Eaton, 1930).
8. Better quality control can
be achieved in individually produced items than in mass
production (Eaton, 1930).
9. More variation in design is poss
ible on an individual
level as compared to mass production
(Jones, 1963).
10. Crafts require the use of skil
led labor with little
need for formal education; therefor
e, the crafts are adaptable to various workers--old, youn
g, handicapped, and those
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with limited education (Counts, 1966).
The highlanders themselves must also be taken into consideration.

John Campbell (1921) maintained that the

mountaineer is extremely sensitive and independent.

Hence-

forth, "the wisest plans for betterment are those that take
the people themselves into account as contributors to their
own welfare" (pp. 300-301).

A profile of the program at the

Quicksand Craft Center and the weavers involved might give
some insight as to why the program has been successful for the
highlanders.

By identifying criteria that make the craft

center successful, others who wish to develop a craft program
might utilize this information to make educated decisions on
whether or not their project should be undertaken.

Objective
The objective of the study was to compile data on the
Quicksand Craft Center in four areas.
I. Documentation of the history of the craft center
from its conception in 1961 to present.
2. Illustration of the business organization and
financial structure.
3. Presentation of evidence to determine whether patterns used in the woven goods produced and sold by the craft
center are traditional or adaptations.
4. Notation of any influence, positive or negative, the
craft center has had on the lives of the local people
employed there.

S
Methodology: Fieldwork and Analysis
Much of the information gathered for this research was
organized through personal interviews.

Waagen (1982) sup-

ported the idea that the interview process may be the most
productive method for revealing new information about American
handweaving.

Other methods used were the examination of

primary documents, such as letters, grant proposals, and
yearly financial reports; and the study of secondary sources,
such as journal articles and newspapers.

Older documented

woven goods were studied and compared to those produced at
the Quicksand Craft Center.
The weaving program at the Quicksand Craft Center was
documented and analyzed from its origin to present.

The

documentation and analysis was broken down into four areas;
(a) history of the craft center, (b) business and financial
structure, (c) documentation of weaves, and (d) influence on
the local people working at the craft center.

Different

methods were employed in order to collect data for each of
the four areas studied.
The idea for the Quicksand Craft Center and its ultimate formation can be attributed to Naoma Powell, executive
director from the conception of the craft center in 1962 to
1976, at which time Arkie Patton took over.
history of the craft center was acquired

Much of the

in an extensive

interview with Naoma Powell at her home in Columbia.
Missouri.

Subsequent telephone conversations were held with

Naoma to clarify information.

She also loaned the researcher

9
primary material including letters, articles, photographs,
grant proposals, maps, poems, and a copy of the craft
center's corporation charter.

Three interviews, at the

craft center, were conducted with Arkie Patton, who contributed information on the history of the craft center from
1976 to the present.
Details of the business structure of the Quicksand
Craft Center were obtained from primary documents.

Naoma

supplied the researcher with price lists and piece wage
lists, while yearly financial statements and fiscal reports
prepared for the Board of Directors' meetings were gathered
from Arkie.

The yearly financial reports were compared

to illustrate the growth of the craft program from 1984
through 1987.

Tables and graphs were developed to help

illustrate the financial and business structure.

Information

obtained in interviews with the executive directors was
utilized in conjunction with that obtained from primary
materials.
The question of whether the fabrics woven at the craft
center are traditional patterns or adaptations was answered
by documenting patterns woven at the craft center and makina
comparisons with older traditional coverlets.

The Kentucky

Museum at Western Kentucky University was probed to find
documented examples of the woven patterns similar to those
produced at the craft center.

Photographs were taken of

the coverlets located in the Kentucky Museum, and enlargements were made of single motifs in order to make more accu-
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rate comparisons with photographs of similar patterns produced at the craft center.
Three weavers who had been employed at the craft
center more than five years were interviewed at the center.
One weaver's home was visited in order to observe some of
the changes that had been made in the weaver's environment.
Photographs of the weavers were taken to reinforce verbal
reports and observations.

This information was used to

assess the influence of the craft center on the lives of
the weavers.

Limitations
The research was limited to the craft program at the
Quicksand Craft Center in Vest, Kentucky, especially the
weaving program.

Information for the study was restricted

by the availability of primary and secondary sources
obtained from the original and current executive directors.
The study was further limited by the number of available
weavers who have remained in the program long enough to
assess the influence of the craft center in their lives.

Assumptions
It was assumed that those persons interviewed gave
accurate and truthful information.

It was also assumed

that primary and secondary resources were adequate to
provide an accurate and understandable documentation of
the total program at the Quicksand Craft Center.

Definition of Terms
Adaptation - A woven pattern altered slightly to
change the appearance, but not the overall look.
Appalachia - The area of the Appalachian Mountains
extending from southern Pennsylvania to northern Alabama.
This area is generally rough, rural terrain with little
industrialization.
Coverlet - A bedspread woven in an overshot pattern.
Double Weave - A woven pattern consisting of four
sets of yarns, two fillings and two warps.

Each set of

yarns, one filling and one warp, switch from one face of
the cloth to the other at the edges of the pattern figures,
making the fabric reversible.
Drawing-in Draft - A numerical sequence of figures,
resembling a music staff, that shows a weaver how to thread
the loom for a particular woven pattern.
Highlander - A person who lives in the Appalachian
Region.
Hollow - A valley between mountains.
Loom - A machine for weaving fabric from yarn.
Motif - A single unit of design repeated in fabric
design to create a pattern.
Overshot - A woven pattern consisting of three sets
of yarns, two fillings and one warp.

One filling weaves

a plain weave with the warp while the other filling, generally
of a different color and referred to as the pattern yarn,
forms the pattern on the face of the cloth.

1'
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Tabby - A plain weave.
Traditional - A woven pattern handed down basically
unchanged from previous generations.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Commercial production of cloth in America began in
1785, but only in more populated areas.

The isolated moun-

tainous areas relied upon handweaving since mass produced
textiles did not become available to those areas until late
in the 19th century.

After mass produced textiles became

generally available, handweaving became nearly nonexistent
until a craft revival movement in the mid 20th century
(Horwitz, 1974).

Consequently, information concerning hand-

weaving in the last 100 years is limited.

Studies focused on

a handweaving program as a means of enhancing the cultural
and economic prosperity of the citizens of a community were
unavailable.

There are a limited number of studies that

reveal some related information in other areas including:
(1) accounts of handweaving in America, (b) descriptions of
Appalachian handweaving by individuals and in settlement
schools, (c) documentation of traditional handwoven patterns,
and (d) historic and economic data endemic to Appalachia.
Cole (1938) described the weaving programs in a
selected section of five mountain communities in Kentucky.
Handweaving was studied in three schools--Berea College,
Hindeman Settlement School, and Pine Mountain Settlement
13
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School; in one privately owned enterprise--Churchill Weavers;
and in one State Park --Levi Jackson State Park.

The research-

er concentrated on what has been done in the field of handweaving with emphasis on materials, dyes, drawing -in drafts,
and tools used in the craft.
Waagen (1982) conducted a study on the changing trends
in American handweaving in the latter part of the 20th century

Focus was placed primarily on northeastern producers

and artists associated with handweaving.

In her study, "An

Historical Survey and Analysis of American Handweaving,"
traditional handweaving used in conjunction with modern
art
ideas was discussed.

She pointed out that what is woven at

a given time is influenced by popular perceptions of
the
purpose of handweaving.
Other sources have concentrated on the weavers themselves.

In the book Foxfire 2 (Wiggins, 1973), weaving in

Appalachia is described in detail--from the shearing of
the
sheep to cutting the woven cloth from the loom --and accente
d
with profiles of four local weavers.

The weavers relate, in

their own words, their experiences with weaving, when
and how
they were taught, and what patterns they most enjoy weaving
.
Allen Eaton (1937), in Handicrafts of the Southern
Highlands,
also discussed handweaving in Appalachia.

Although his work

was centered more on handweaving as it was developed
and
taught in the settlement school, with little mention
of
individual traditional weavers.

Settlement schools in the Appalachian Mountains began
as boarding schools, in a sense, for children living in
isolated mountain areas.

Because of the mountainous terrain,

it was impossible to travel to and from school every day;
therefore, the children remained at the schools during the
week and sometimes for longer periods of time.

In Sight to

the Blind, Lucy Furman (1914) tells of her experiences with
the children who attended the settlement schools.

She con-

tended that settlement schools were different from other
public schools because the aim was, "to fit the children for
successful lives in their own beloved mountains" (pp. 84-85).
In order to give the children an education suited for their
mountain life, the basics such as reading, writing, and arithmetic were taught, as well as industrial courses.

For the

boys these included agriculture, carpentry, and wood and
metal working.

The girls concentrated on cooking, home-

nursing, sewing, laundry, and weaving (Furman, 1914).
Traditional handwoven coverlets produced prior to the
20th century have been documented.

Two books in particular

were helpful in identifying and dating traditional patterns.
Eliza Calvert Hall (1931) compiled a pictoral collection of
coverlets citing a pattern name, date, and weaver for each
and published this information in A Book of Handwoven Coverlets.

More recently, Wilson and Kennedy (1983) published Of

Coverlets:

The Legacies, the Weavers, an updated and

exhaustive collection of coverlet patterns located primarily
in private homes throughout Tennessee.

This study documents
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the drawing-in drafts used to weave each coverlet along with
a thorough explanation of symbols and numbers used in drawingin drafts.
Information located in the Lou Tate Beusman file in the
Kentucky Museum Library contained several original drawing-in
drafts for coverlet patterns.

Mrs. Bousman was a Bowling

Green native who first became interested in weaving while
attending Berea College in eastern Kentucky.

In 1927 she was

given 40 or more original drawing-in drafts, some dating back
to the 18th century.

Eventually she collected over 800

drawing-in drafts for coverlet patterns and, subsequently,
she published "Kentucky Coverlets," (Tate, 1939) a collection
of popular Kentucky coverlet patterns and clear interpretations of some original drawing-in drafts.
In a study which most parallels the current research,
Weaving Raq Rugs, Johnson (1985) documented the work of
weavers in three communities in northern Maryland known for
their rag rug weaving.

From interviews with 25 weavers, she

obtained information on weavers' methods, regional styles,
and adaptations in weaving due to material necessity, community values, and weaver-customer negotiations.

Based on

her study, Johnson (1985) stated three important conclusions:
1.

Descriptions of how the rug weavers learned their

trade contradicted the concept of family tradition in which
daughter learns at mother's knee.
2.

Y.aterial content in the rag rugs depended more on

what was available than what was traditional.
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3. Analysis of the rag rugs revealed that the basic
methods of construction remained, but the materials and end
products changed with availability of the former and demand
for the latter, i.e., the effects of modern technology were
seen in the rag rug craft.
Eastern Kentucky, like northern Maryland, is part of
what is termed Appalachia (see Figure 1).

More specifically,

Knott County, the region where Vest is located, is situated
approximately in the center of Appalachia.

This area has no

industrialization, but has typically been known as coal
country.

Much of Appalachia was developed in the early 20th

century when the coal boom peaked.

Roads were built, making

isolated areas accessible and bringing capital to the meager
mountain communities.
Knott County, however, did not prosper from the coal
boom to the same extent as the surrounding counties.

Even

though geologists' reports showed that the area was rich in
coal, the large companies opted to mine elsewhere.

Knott

County terrain was too remote and mountainous, making it
difficult to reach.

However, the coal companies did buy

large parcels of land for future use which never materialized ("Knott County and Coal," 1984).
As a result, these large coal companies now own 90%
of the coal land in Knott County.

Since most of the parcels

of land are in large tracts, with frontage along existing
roads, development is difficult.

The coal companies do not

want to sell their frontage property because it is their
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lccess to the coal land.

Consequently, small land owners

have trouble gaining access to the roads or developing the
land as they wish ("Housing, Control of Economy," 1984).
A combination of the actions taken by the coal companies and the isolation of the people caused by the mountainous terrain has left Knott County economically depressed
as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1
1982 Census Information:

Knott County Compared to the State

of Kentucky

Characteristic

Knott County

Population

18,200

Rate of unemployment

Kentucky

10.6%

26.1%

Per capita income

$ 6,219

$ 8,934

Median household income

$12,085

$20,055

Note.

The data in column 1 are from Kentucky Department of

Economic Development, 1984a, p.2.

The data in column 2 are

from Kentucky Department of Economic Development, 1984b,
pp.

5, 6, 85.
Knott County is 100% rural which causes most of the

local people to look in surrounding counties for work.

Many

of the young people leave school early in order to get a job
and add to the family income.

Therefore, only 36% of the

population completes high school, compared to 67% for the
state of Kentucky (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1983).
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Although the men, especially, may work in other counties,
90% of the people born in Knott County remain there throughout their life (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1983).

Conse-

quently, the family income situation has little chance for
improvement.
These statistics are endemic to areas throughout Appalachia which reflect economic circumstances similar to those
of Knott County.

It is the pride of the highlanders, their

strong sense of family, and their love for the mountains
which keeps them from leaving regardless of the economy.

CHAPTER III

"WELL, I HAVE MY HANDS":

HISTORY

I have a thousand children:
Some dark; some fair;
And some with creek-dust blowing in their hair
I hardly know their names,
But T still have a thousand children,
Each of different parentage.
And yet each day I take one more
From here, from these;
From there, and those.
One from a little voice that calls,
"I hear."
And one from eyes that plead and cannot speak,
Or even look above the smile that's there,
Or see beyond the oiled pine floor (Naoma Powell, 1965).
The Quicksand Craft Center had its beginnings with Naoma
Powell.

Standing five feet tall, with short cropped hair, Naoma

displays her honesty and integrity, as well as her love of life
and concern for people, when she speaks of time spent in Appalachia.

It was this love and concern that prompted Naoma to

establish the Quicksand Craft Center.
During the summer of 1960 Naoma Powell came to Knott
County, Kentucky, at the request of Miss Lucy Morgan, whom she
had met through a mutual friend.

Lucy Morgan had been instru-

mental in the organization of settlement schools in the Appalachian Mountains of Kentucky and, at the time, was an instructor at Penland Settlement School.

She knew that Naoma had

recently returned to America after studying pottery in Denmark
and, consequently, asked if Naoma would be interested
20

in teach-

ing pottery classes at the Penland Settlement School.
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Having

no other job offers available to her at the time, Naoma agreed
to make a decision after she visited the area.
The day Naoma arrived in Hindman, Kentucky, the entire
town was gathered for a murder trial giving the impression,
to an outsider, of a celebration.

Her first thought was that

"This was no place to teach" (N. Powell, personal communication,
October 14, 1987).

However, she fought the urge to return to

her hometown of Columbia, Missouri, because something about the
people and the place raised her curiosity.

The people had a

sense about them seldom seen in more advanced cultures.

The

mountain terrain was both terrifying, and beautiful, and she
knew that traveling the mountain roads would be a challenge.
It was not unusual for a gravel road to become a creek bed,
or for the road to incline at more than a 450 angle so that
only a mule or a mountain goat could safely traverse it.

After

careful consideration, Naoma decided that life in the Appalachias and among the highlanders was a challenge she could
not refuse.

So she accepted the position as art teacher at

Penland Settlement School.
The idea for the Quicksand Craft Center grew out of
Naoma's experience in teaching the rural children.

She real-

ized that not only was there a need for education, but there
was also a need for improvement in health, sanitation, family
welfare, and community development.

She saw malnutrition in

young children because their mothers did not have the opportunity or resources to learn about good nutrition.

Chronic

health problems, such as impetigo, were seldom seen in such
epidemic proportions elsewhere.

Families destined to little

more than a life of welfare payments predominated.

Realizing

that the highlanders needed an alternative to what life offered
them in the mountains, Naoma decided that perhaps a craft prooram could be implemented without removing the highlanders from
their natural habitat.

She also knew that in order for the

craft program to be successful, she first must educate the
people on the basics of life.
I knew that as long as the people had a basic belief-that God was responsible for everything, including
poverty, sickness, and all of the misfortunes that
came--that they would never work themselves out of
their poverty (N. Powell, personal communication,
October 14, 1987).
Her original idea was to establish a craft program as
a means to help hill-bound families of Knott and adjacent
counties supplement their poverty-level income and, at the same
time, use the program center to give instruction in health,
sanitation, and basic education.

The area she was especially

interested in helping was a particularly depressed area called
Quicksand Hollow, hence the name Quicksand Craft Center.
Determined to make a difference in the lives of the
people, Naoma wrote a grant proposal in the fall of 1962 for
funding under the federal Manpower Training and Development
Act (MTDA) with the intention of setting up a craft program.
Her initial proposal, submitted in January of 1963, was turned
down.

According to MTDA guidelines, participants in the pro-

gram receive wages while training.

Naoma felt that there would

be fewer free-loaders if the people were not paid during the
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training period.

She did not believe in paying people to

attend class, and felt that to change her proposal would be
compromising her principles.
Subsequently, without her knowledge, friends of Naoma
associated with the Hazard Vocational School rewrote and resubmitted the proposal which was approved March 12, 1963.

On

this date the Quicksand Craft Center was officially incorporated as a nonprofit organization.

A copy of the charter and

a letter verifying the craft center's tax exempt status are
included in Appendix A.
At this point confusion and red tape almost squelched
the beginnings of the Quicksand Craft Center.

The proposal,

which had been approved, was granted funding under the name,
Quicksand Craft Center.

Notification of approval for the pro-

gram was sent to the Hazard Vocational School, but not directly
to the individuals who submitted the proposal.

Since the

Quicksand Craft Center was actually not yet in existence and
was, therefore, unknown to all but a few, the persons who received the notification of approval assumed a mistake had been
made and ignored the letter of approval.

It was not until

August 1, 1963 that Naoma learned of the approved funding by
MTDA for two separate but concurrent eight-month programs-fibers and benchworker-wood.

She also learned that she had

only 24 hours to compile and submit a list of all materials
needed for teaching the two programs.
lose the funding.
her task.

The alternative was to

Working through the night, she completed

Having recently finished a short course in weaving,
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Naoma was able to complete the list for the fibers program
with no trouble.

However, for the benchworker-wood program

materials list, help was required.

A friend in Louisville,

knowledgeable in woodworking, remained in contact with her
throughout the night.
Again confusion and red tape intervened in the development of 4r.he Quicksand Craft Center.

A tract of land in Quick-

sand Hollow had been donated by a community benefactor, and
plans had been drawn up for a building to house the craft program.

Naoma anticipated beginning the craft program in the

spring of 1964 and assumed construction of the building would
not begin before late fall when she hoped funds would be available.

Consequently, she agreed to let a local woman plant corn

on the donated land in late summer of 1963.

In mid October

Naoma was notified that she once again had to meet a deadline
or lose the funding; the program had to begin by November 16,
1963.

Naoma informed the woman that she should go ahead and

harvest her corn so that construction of the building could
In reply, the woman aimed a shotgun at anyone who

begin.

attempted to bulldoze her corn.

Due to these circumstances,

the Quicksand Craft Center was formally established in a renovated barn on the property of the Hindman Settlement School
rather than in Quicksand Hollow as planned.

The rented barn

continued to house the Quicksand Craft Center until it burned
in 1969.
After this tragedy, the donated land in Quicksand Hollow
was sold.

The income, $2,500, was used to purchase an aban-
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doned school located on Ball Creek in Vest.

To make the

school house fit the needs of the craft center, the building
was raised and moved forward 25 ft and another floor was added
underneath the original building.

It cost the craft center

$4,000 to move the building and $3,500 to add the wood foundation and first floor.

Most of the money for the renovation

of the new building was raised through donations and much of
the labor was volunteered.

Naoma's cousin, Dwayne Powell,

organized work camps originating from Indianapolis, Indiana,
to help with the construction.

The work camps were comprised

of benevolent church members who literally camped out, working
on the craft center by day and sharing stories, music, and time
together in the evenings.

Renovation of the building was not

completed for two years, during which time the weavers inhabited
the premises, working around the construction.

The Quicksand

Craft Center is presently located at this site (see Figure 2).
Choosing the crafts on which to focus was an important
decision for Naoma.

Weaving and wood workinil were selected

for the following reasons:
1.

These were two media in which Naoma felt she could

apply her abilities as an artist.
2.

The crafts' historic importance to the region pro-

vided a background upon which to build.
3.

These two crafts require few major tools beyond the

loom itself.
4.

The crafts adapt well to home industry which is

important to a terrain where transportation can be a formidable
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problem.
5.

The apprenticeship before quality, marketable items

can be achieved, is shorter in weaving than in other crafts.
6.

Home employment that involves family participation

while supplementing family income permits craftsmen to increase,
rather than jeopardize family stability.
When asked why she chose weaving over quilt making, Naoma
replied, "Because Appalachians are extremely prideful" (N.
Powell, personal communication, October 14, 1987).

She explained

that many highlanders already know how to quilt, and they are
very proud of their work; so if an item were not of good enough
quality to market, you dare not say so and risk offending them.
By choosing a craft that the highlander had to learn from
scratch, this problem was alleviated.

Many of the women had

seen their grandmothers weave, but none of them had ever participated in weaving themselves.

Therefore, Naoma could instill

in her trainees a level of quality that met her standard of
acceptability.
In the first eight-month training session 18 women were
trained in weaving and 16 men were trained in basic wood working
skills.

After the first training session ended in July 1964,

the wood working program was dropped.

Emphasis shifted from

group training to individual help for the weavers in establishing themselves as producing craftsmen.

Upon completion of the

training, employment for the wood working trainees was available through the regional Office of Economic Security.

The

weaving trainees had no employment opportunities available to
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them other than setting up their own home industry, or employment through the Quicksand Craft Center.

Also the wood workers

were scattered over three counties, making an effective followthrough program for them impractical and impossible without
staffing and funding beyond the resources of the craft center's
budget; whereas, the weavers were concentrated in a one county
area; therefore, a follow-through program for them was within
the realm of possibility.
Some of the trainees who had signed up for MTDA had done
so because they saw it as a means of income for eight months;
and as Naoma had anticipated, many of them, approximately 50%,
dropped out when the training was completed and the pay discontinued.

However, the drop-outs were replaced by weavers

trained at home by craft center personnel.
the skill, they helped to teach others.

As the weavers learned

New weavers were

offered nothing but thread, a loom, and a chance to learn to
use them.

Since the new trainees' purpose was to learn to weave,

the drop-out rate decreased to less than 25%.

They saw the

craft center as Naoma had hoped they would, as an opportunity
for self improvement.
Another potential problem Naoma foresaw for trainees to
discontinue the program, was the decrease in their government
assistance checks in the form of welfare.

According to Michael

Owen Jones (1971), any small amount of money from the sale of
craft items decreases the amount of money allotted by the government.

This is discouraging to some workers because money

from craft sales on a small scale is not enough to surpass the
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amount given in welfare; therefore, their income remains the same,
whether it is from craft sales or welfare.

Naoma's solution,

with the local welfare office's knowledge, was to pay the weavers'
creditors instoad of paying the weavers directly, thereby not
affecting their eligibility for welfare money.
According to MTDA guidelines, tools and looms were loaned
to the Quicksand Craft Center for use by the trainees during the
training period.

After this period the looms were no longer avail-

able and the weavers were then responsible for finding their own
tools and supplies.

Naoma saw this as another potential deterrent

for the weavers to continue in the craft after their training program ended.

She, therefore, purchased for the craft center 18 four

harness 40 in. and 48 in. new Macombre looms at a discount price.
This investment assured the weavers of having the best quality
looms possible during training.

At the beginning of the follow-

through program, the new Macombre looms were loaned to each weaver
who wished to continue weaving beyond training.

The weavers, want-

ing their own looms but not having the money to buy them, paid
for their looms, as they were able, in yardage.

Looms were sold

to the weavers at less than cost, commensurate with their ability
to pay, and money was refunded
decide to discontinue weaving.

in full to the weavers should they
Insurance on and maintenance of

the looms were provided by the Quicksand Craft Center.
Beyond funding supplied by MTDA, money for the follow-through
program had to be obtained through private donations, bank loans,
ind other funding programs.

The Bank of Hindman, in particular,

was instrumental in the financial beginnings of the Quicksand

Craft Center.
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After deciding that new looms and tools were essen-

tial for the continuance of the weaving program, Naoma approached
the Bank of Hindman to request a loan.

The Bank agreed to lend

her the money if she could produce some collateral.

She replied,

with sincerity, "Well, I have my hands" (N. Powell, personal communication, October 14, 1987).

The banker, impressed by her enthusi-

asm and sincerity, granted her the loan and, unknowingly to Naoma,
convinced two local community members to co-sign for the loan.
Through her resourcefulness, Naoma was able to acquire, not
only looms for the weavers, but also shipments of yarn.

Local

merchants, as well as yarn companies, extended credit to the Quicksand Craft Center in the early days.

In particular, a Boston

yarn company gave the craft center credit on $2,000 for linen
yarn with the understanding that the bill would be paid, without
interest, when the money was available.
the bill was paid.

It was two years before

On another occasion, Naoma convinced the manu-

facturer of the Macombre looms to include a sizable shipment of
yarn at no charge with the delivery of some newly purchased looms.
There were two significant orders for fabric within the
early months following the completion of the training program-400 yards of handwoven drapery material for the offices and classrooms of the Hazard Area Vocational School, and 1,200 yards of
handwoven cloth for curtains and 120 bedspreads to be used in the
guest rooms of the historically renovated Shakertown at Pleasant
Hill near Harrodsburg, gentucky.

These orders, requiring a pre-

cision and quality control, were invaluable in the development
of the professional craftsmanship for which the Quicksand Craft
Center is known.
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The Shakertown order was undertaken to gain experience,
with the understanding that it would be a financial loss
beyond the cost of the yarn.

Naoma saw this project as an

opportunity for a newly apprenticed group to emerge as professional craftsmen, and therefore she knowingly submitted a low
bid to Shakertown in order to procure the order.

It was then

necessary for the craft center to solicit donations to pay
the weavers' salaries which were based on a minimum hourly
rate.

The Shakertown order kept the weavers busy for four years

and was completed in 1968.
After the initial training programs, most of the weavers
preferred to weave at home instead of in the renovated barn
at the Hindman Settlement School.

In order for Naoma to deliver

yarn, help the weavers with problems they might have with their
weaving, pick up woven material, and make loom repairs, she
had to "ride the circuit," which took two days by truck due
to bad roads and rough terrain.

In addition, working at the

renovated barn, she took care of finishing details, correspondence, clerical work, and final delivery of the finished
goods.

It was also necessary for her to maintain various

jobs as art teacher in the settlement schools, Pikeville College, and Prestonsburg Community College to support herself
and help meet expenses of the weaving program.

Since she per-

ceived her job as director of the Quicksand Craft Center an
avocation, Naoma never accepted a salary, preferring, instead,
to volunteer her time and energy.
As the work on the Shakertown order came to an end,
Naoma,
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true to her artistic instincts, began to look for other creative endeavors through which the craft center could benefit.
In the late 1960's, work conducted by the weavers was mostly
on a commission basis.

Naoma encouraged the weavers to at-

tempt other media, such as block printed note cards, rya hangings, and applique banners.

In 1971 a substantial commission

from Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri, for a 13 x 13 ft
/
2 x 12
rya hanging, sixteen 4 x 7 ft batik banners, and five 21
ft appliqued banners gave the weavers confidence in themselves
as diverse craftsmen and developed a reputation for the Quicksand Craft Center as a professional institution.

A flyer adver-

tising the note cards, which are still sold at the craft center,
and a complete list of commissioned work from 1968-1974 is
included in Appendix B.
In 1976, Naoma returned to Columbia, Missouri, to care
for her ailing parents.

She and the Board of Directors select-

ed Arkie Patton to replace her as director of the Quicksand
Craft Center.
in the program.

Along with a change in command came a change
Most obvious were administrative changes:

(a) The position of Executive Director became a full-time
salaried position, (b) the Board of Directors, which had previously played a more nominal role, began to take on responsibility for fund raising and budget setting, and (c) yearly
financial reports and audits were put into practice.
Conceptual changes also took place.

Arkie regarded

Naoma's approach in training the weavers with admiration, but
realized she would attract more trainees and hence more

weavers if she could pay them while training.
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Consequently,

the Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) was implemented, which essentially fulfilled the same purpose as MTDA
except that the program was continuous.
The textiles produced at the craft center began to
change and take on a more traditional look in early American
weaving endemic to Appalachia in that weave drafts of traditional coverlet patterns were researched and modified.

Naoma

Powell had made a futile attempt to market overshot bedspreads
in the early days of the craft center.

Arkie, with the idea

of reaching the increasing tourist market throughout Appalachia,
phased out the banners, batiks, appliques, and rya wall hangings Naoma had marketed and concentrated on overshot weaving.
She increased production of items such as linen tablecloths
and napkins, rag rugs, and overshot coverlets that would typically be associated with mountain culture and therefore market
well in mountain souvenir stores.
Another major change came in the order of marketing
structure.

Since she was not comfortable with the uncertainty

of commission sales, Arkie built an inventory of items ready
for sale.

She contacted buyers and invited them to visit the

craft center to examine the woven goods.

Since this approach

to business was put into practice, the weavers have not been
without work.
As a more businesslike attitude was adopted by the Quicksand Craft Center, the classes in health and education gradually
ceased.

Arkie felt, due to all her other responsibilities,
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that she did not have the time to organize the classes.
Regardless of the changes made by Arkie, the primary
goals of the program at the Quicksand Craft Center remained
unchanged.

Naoma's dream for the highlanders was to give

them a chance to create for themselves and thereby develop a
belief in themselves and their abilities, and in turn bring
about a feeling of independence.

Since Naoma Powell left the

craft center in 1976, this philosophy and work has continued
under the direction of Arkie Patton.

CHAPTER IV

"WHEN ALL IS SAID AND DONE":

BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL

STRUCTURE

In 1963, when the Quicksand Craft Center became incorporated, Naoma Powell set up a Board of Directors to oversee
the business and financial operations.

The organization of

personnel now in existence at the craft center is illustrated
in Figure 3.

The first Board of Directors consisted of three

people--Mary Paulene Fax, Billy
Green.

Miller Smith, and Claster

At one time, there were as many as 12 board members,

and, presently, there are 6 people sitting on the Board.
Board members ranged from local community leaders, to weavers
who have been employed at the craft center for several years,
to professors from colleges located in Appalachia.
The Board's main objective is securing, managing, and
allocating funds necessary to operate the craft center.

Money

from the sale of craft items provides only part of the necessary income; therefore, other monies must be solicited through
grants, donations, and federal funding programs.

In the past,

individual board members have taken it upon themselves to see
that this was done.

More recently, a committee made up of

board members has been established to supervise fund raising.
The Board meets once a year to examine the financial report
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of the previous year and approve a budget for the coming year.
A copy of the financial report for 1986 is included in Appendix C.
Another responsibility of the Board of Directors is to
select an executive director to manage the craft center.

The

director's job is essentially that of a "jack-of-all-trades."
The responsibilities of the director are diverse and include,
but are not limited to, the following:
1.

Being a production manager, selecting patterns to

be woven, as well as yarns and colors to be used in the weaving.
2.

Training the weavers and assuming responsibility for

quality control.
3.

Ordering supplies and paying the bills.

4.

Overseeing building maintenance and grounds upkeep.

5.

Working with an accountant to prepare a yearly

financial report to be presented to the Board of Directors.
6.

Directing sales, including setting the price of

merchandise.
7.

Conducting market research in order to make decisions

on what products to produce and ways to market the handwoven
items.
Unlike the Board of Directors, the Executive Director
does receive a salary, which in 1983 was $12,500 a year.

Con-

versely, the weavers, after completing a one-year training
period, are paid either by the hour or by the piece.

Hourly

workers 10 their weaving at the craft center, and the hourly
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pay is based on the quality of the weaver's work and the
length of tenure with the craft center.

The hourly wages

generally are only slightly higher than the national minimum
wage.

Weavers who work in their home are paid on a per piece
The standard piece rates paid to the weavers since

basis.

1980 are shown in Table 2.
There are two exceptions to the aforementioned pay
policy:

weavers in training and high school students employed

as part-time summer helpers.

Both groups are paid through

federal funding programs; consequently, the pay rate is set
by the program's guidelines.

The Comprehensive Employment

Training Act, (CETA), replaced MTDA in 1973 in funding the
training of the weavers.
the piece.

It is the policy of CETA to pay by

Part-time student helpers are paid by the hour

through the Save the Children Foundation, and these helpers
generally work during the summer to earn money for school
clothes and supplies.

Their duties basically consist of

assisting the weavers and weaving simple items.
Prices for the handwoven items are determined by the
production cost of each item.

For the most part, the merchan-

dise is sold for approximately twice the cost of production.
For example, a weaver is paid $12.75, piece rate, for a handwoven tablecloth.

It is the policy of the craft center to

supply the weavers with the yarn for weaving; thus, the
production cost is the cost of the yarn used to make the
tablecloth plus the cost of labor.

The tablecloth is then

priced at $38, which is about double the production cost.
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Table 2
Standard Piece Rates Paid to Weavers:

1980 to Present

Rate/Fiece

Item

Bedspreads:

Weaving

Hemming

$12.00
23.00
30.00
6.00/pr.

$2.00
3.00
4.00
2.00/each

"Queen's Delight"

Side Panels
Twin Center Panels
Double Center Panels
Corner Inserts

Bedspread Piecing:
Twin Size
Double Size
King & Queen Size

$15.00
16.00
20.00

Curtain Fabric:
"Huck Lace" 40/2 linen warp
"Solomon's Delight" cotton warp

$ 5.00/yd.
7.00/yd.

Napkins:
"Basket Weave"
"Whig Rose"

$ 1.25
1.50

$1.75
1.75

$ 2.75
1.75

$1.50
1.00

$10.00
18.00
6.00/ft.

$2.75
3.25
3.75

Placemats:
"Queen's Ring"
"Textured Linen

Tablecloths:

"Whig Rose"

40" Square
48" Square
56" Wide/Custom Length
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Table 2 (continued)

Rate/Piece
Item

Throw Rugs:
2'
3'
2'
4'

Note.

x
x
x
x

3'
5'
6'
6'

Weaving

Hemming

$ 4.00
10.00
8.00
17.00

$1.50
2.00
1.50
2.50

"Queen's Delight"

From a current price list obtained from Arkie Patton,

May 29, 1987.
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A list of current prices for items produced and sold at the
craft center is shown in Table 3.
The Quicksand Craft Center charges everyone wholesale
prices; that is, individual customers pay the same price as
gift shop owners and buyers requesting bulk orders.

Gift

shops typically add a 100% markup to the price of each item;
therefore, it is advantageous for consumers to buy directly
from the craft center.
Arkie raised prices in 1983 hoping to increase profits
in order to give the weavers a raise, but the result was a
decrease in sales.

Since the craft center does not give dis-

counts to businesses or to buyers requesting large orders, the
prices were too high for the gift shop patrons after the 100%
markup.

Also, most of the individual customers who visited

the craft center and bought directly from them were local
people who could not afford the price increase.

Consequently,

Arkie lowered the prices to the highest rate acceptable to the
customers (Patton, 1988).
The marketing of the craft center's products has been
hampered by a lack of money for advertising.

Most of the ad-

vertising is through word of mouth, from hang tags attached
to merchandise sold in gift shops throughout Appalachia, and
through occasional gallery exhibits.

Consequently, knowledge

of the Quicksand Craft Center outside the Appalachian Region
is limited, although orders for handwoven goods come from
as far away as New York City, New York, and Michigan.
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Table 3
Price List for Items Sold at the Quicksand Craft Cente
r:

1980

to Present

Item

Price

Bedspreads:

Natural Cotton (tabby), Cotton/Rayon (pattern weft)

Twin
Double
Queen
Kin°
Inserts for Bedspreads

$135.00
150.00
185.00
200.00
10.00/pr.

Curtain Fabric:
"Huck Lace" All Linen
"Solomon's Delight" Cotton & Linen

$ 14.00/yd
14.00/yd

Napkins:
"Basket Weave"
"Whig Rose" Linen

Pillows:

$

5.00
6.00

Cotton Lining, Polyester Fill

"Queen's Delight" Cotton & Cotton/Rayon Blend
Woolen Decorator, Assorted Colors

$ 18.00
25.00

Placemats:
"Queen's Ring" Cotton (tabby), Cotton/Ray
on
(pattern weft)
Textured Stripe, Linen

Tablecloths:

$

5.00
5.00

"Whig Rose" Linen

40" Square
48" Square
54" Wide/Custom Length

$ 38.00
52.00
15.00/ft
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Table 3 (continued)

Price

Item

Throw Pugs:
2'
2'
3'
4'

x
x
x
x

Cotton (tabby), Cotton/Rayon (pattern weft)

Wall Hangings:
15" x 30"
18" x 36"
21" x 42"

Note.

$ 20.00
40.00
40.00
60.00

3'
6'
5'
6'

Wool, Assorted Colors
$ 21.00
25.00
40.00

From a current price list obtained from Arkie Patton,

May 29, 1987.
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An amount of $300 is included in the budget for advertising costs, which is generally used for printing flyers,
pamphlets, and price lists.

These items are not circulated

via mail, but are made available to the public in the entrance
hall to the craft center and at gallery exhibitions.
Financial reports for the years 1984 through 1987, the
only years for which financial information was accessible to
the researcher, are shown in Table 4.

The data include total

income and the derivation for each part, along with business
expenses, operating expenses, inventory costs, and miscellaneous expenses.

The average profit made by the craft center

for the years 1984-1987 was $999.58, ranging from $2,662.99 to
$-3,322.59 (see Figure 4).
Tha financial structure of the craft center includes
several sources of income.

However, income from the sale of

handwoven items has been the primary source of funds (see
Figure 5).

The percentage of income generated from sales

increased to 68% in 1987, 18% higher than the percentage from
sales in 1984.

At the same time, funds from grants, the

second major source of income, fluctuated only slightly
during the four-year period.

The trend seems to be a decrease

in dependence on outside funding, created by a decrease in
weavers' contracts and inventory in comparison to an increase
in weaving sales.

In other words, more goods are being pro-

duced by more highly skilled weavers with fewer weavers in
training, thereby cutting costs on weavers' contracts,
training pay, and medical benefits, while at the same time
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Table 4
Yearly Financial Reports, 1984-1987

Year
Financial Categories

1984

1985

1986

1987

Income
Weaving
Grants
General Donations
Miscellaneous
CETA
Total:

$32,005.07 $35,485.37 $37,241.10 $34,701.16
25,230.05
31,007.33 29,801.82
19,775.50
2,316.70
10.00
100.00
100.00
251.43
0
1,032.50
855.26
3,296.00
3,600.00
1,470.00
0
$63,099.25 $70,102.70 $59,645.42 $55,431.92

Expenses
Salaries
Weavers Contracts
Fringe Benefits
Medical Benefits
Consultants
Total:

$ 9,499.20 $ 9,198.64 $ 9,143.09 $ 9,974.28
17,621.55
30,451.31
35,104.52
19,784.33
4,223.52
6,389.15
7,427.50
7,045.48
2,395.80
1,343.17
2,446.66
1,240.92
0
0
0
0
$33,740.07 $47,382.27 $54,121.77 $38,045.21

Operating Expenses
Accounting
$
500.00 $
500.00 $
650.00 $
650.00
Office Supplies
337.59
440.49
66.84
87.15
Printing
237.28
0
5.40
0
Postage
228.68
131.50
199.37
131.28
Telephone
770.85
646.83
732.47
830.95
Insurance
2,111.38
3,641.40
2,839.31
2,832.00
Electricity
1,666.20
1,586.10
1,665.69
1,585.46
Maintenance/Repairs
652.42
641.42
887.26
778.57
Memberships/Subscrip.
152.00
157.00
117.00
149.00
Bank Charges/Interest
834.19
30.66
0
0
Travel
887.05
1,023.22
891.20
522.79
Workshops
500.00
525.00
0
273.60
Gallery Exhibits
0
482.00
229.96
250.00
Sales Tax
447.06
614.59
238.00
337.48
Advertising
129.50
0
260.00
324.26
Cleaning Supplies
610.92
254.52
174.12
220.61
Total:
$10,065.12 $)0,674.93 $ 8,956.62 $ 8,973.15
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Table 4 (continued)

Year

Financial Categories

1984

1985

1987

1986

Inventory Costs
Threads
Loom Supplies
Wool Yardage
Other
Total:

$ 1,414.01 $ 5,354.53 $ 6,432.58 $ 3,489.83
0
336.00
218.35
37.00
2,174.03
964.06
5,431.88
3,420.04
.39
0
0
0
$ 2,714.07 $11,004.76 $ 9,889.62 $ 5,664.25

Miscellaneous Expenses
New Looms
Capital Improvements
Scholarships
Bank Loan Repayments
Total:

0
0
0
$13,917.00
$13,917.00

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
$ 2,131.07
0
0
$ 2,131.07

4000
1500 4C‘
,
7

3000.f

CCI

2500 +
2000
'500
'300
500+

-500+
- 10001-1500
-2000
-2500
•3000 -i-3500 +
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-4000+
-4500t
-5000
1 C.E 4.

1986

1985
Yee r
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Profit/loss fic7ures for 1984-1987.
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reducing expenditure on inventory (see Table 4).
In order to receive grant money, sources for grants
must be located and grant proposals must be submitted.
Excerpts from a grant proposal submitted by Naoma Powell to
the National Endowment for the Arts in 1984 are included in
Appendix D.

The purpose of the grant proposal was to fund the

production and exhibition of 35 architectural tapestries to
be made at the Quicksand Craft Center.

The grant was ulti-

mately denied because guidelines set by the grant committee
did not meet with those outlined in the proposal, but the
National Endowment for the Arts requested a copy of the proposal to use as an example of an exemplary proposal (Powell,
1987).
Personal donations, CETA, and the Save the Children
Foundation have mace up the remaining income for the craft
center.

Personal donations have fluctuated greatly, from

$2,316.70 in 1984 to $10 in 1985; therefore, funds from donations can not be budgeted with certainty.

In another respect,

money from CETA and the Save the Children Foundation is not
included in the budget since this money is paid to the workers
directly from the acencies and, thus, does not affect the
profit/loss figures.

The budget for fiscal year 1988, illu-

strated in Table 5, is reasonably accurate for operating
expenses, but is highly exaggerated in other areas

The

reason for this, according to Arkie, is positive thinking.
The Quicksand Craft Center is a non-profit organization;
consequently, it can not legally make a profit and still retain
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Table 5
Budget For Fiscal Year, 1988

Financial Category

$ Budgeted

Income
Weaving
Grants
General Donations
Miscellaneous
Total

50,000
18,000
4,000
1,000
73,000

Expenses
Salary
Weavers Contracts
Fringe Benefits
Medical Benefits
Consultants
Total

12,300
29,000
8,000
2,600
1,000
53,000

Operating Expenses
Accounting
Office Supplies
Printing
Postage
Telephone
Insurance
Electricity
Maintenance/Repairs
Memberships/Subscriptions
Travel
Workshops
Gallery Exhibits
Sales Tax
Advertising
Cleaning Supplies
Total

650
200
200
350
600
3,000
2,000
800
100
700
300
200
600
300
0
10,000
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Table 5 (continued)

Financial Category

$ Budgeted

Inventory Costs
Threads
Loom Supplies
Wool Yardage
Other
Total

5,100
300
3,500
500
9,400

Miscellaneous Expenses
New Looms
Capital Improvements
Scholarships
Total

Note.
1988.

6,100
2,000
2,000
10,000

Data from monthly operation expense statement for August
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its tax exempt status.

Therefore, any substantial income

above expenses has been used for furthering the objectives of
the craft center.

For example, these monies have typically

been used for making building improvements, purchasing new
looms, making loan repayments, or granting educational scholarships to craft center participants or their family members
(see Table 4, miscellaneous expenses).

According to Arkie

Patton (personal communication, May 29, 1987), "after all is
said and done, the
profit."

Ilicksand Craft Center has never made a

CHAPTER V
"A LINK BETWEEN THE PRESENT AND THE PAST":
TRADITION OR ADAPTATION

The overshot technique of weaving, typically associated
with weavers throughout Appalachia, is thought to have originated in areas of Scotland, England, and Scandanavia.

Past

research (Burnham & Burnham, 1972) has suggested that overshot weaving was not practiced in America until the latter
part of the 18th century when immigrants from Northwestern
Europe began to migrate to the Appalachian Mountains.

The

patterns and techniques practiced by these 18th century immigrants are now considered traditional overshot design.
In overshot weaving geometric patterns are created on
the face of the fabric when pattern weft threads float over
a natural colored cotton or linen tabby weave.

Pattern names

have different origins, which can denote the influence of
nature (e.g., Pine Bloom or Hickory Leaf), mark a historic
event (e.g., Lee's Surrender), or describe the geometric patterns created in the weaving (e.g., Chains and Rings).
General research of traditional overshot patterns is complicated by the fact that pattern names seem to be indigenous
to specific areas of the country with one pattern havina
several different names.

In other cases, names have changed
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through time due to the influence of politics and historical
events.
In order to analyze the motifs used in overshot patterns, the designs are usually broken down into patterr
blocks.

The four harness loom, typically used in the manu-

facture of overshot textiles, limits the pattern repeat to
a maximum of four pattern blocks.

A repeat can be identified

by locating one pattern block in the motif and, moving diagonally, marking each subsequent pattern block until the first
block is repeated.

Lee's Surrender (see Figure 6) contains

four pattern blocks or key motifs--A, B, C, D--per repeat.
The other geometric pattern blocks created within the repeat
are known as sub motifs.

Overshot patterns can

be varied by

simply changing the size or positioning of the key motifs,
thereby altering the sub motifs.

The resulting pattern is

often referred to as a variation of the original pattern
(e.g., Lee's Surrender Variation).
Four overshot patterns are presently in production at
the Quicksand Craft Center--Lee's Surrender, Whig Rose,
Solomon's Delight, and Chains and Rings.

The drafts for these

patterns were taken from A Handweaver's Pattern Book by M. P.
Davison (1951), who collected and interpreted draft patterns
from 19th century textiles, and from Foot-Power Loom Weaving
by E. F. Worst (1918).

Lee's Surrender
According to Eliza Calvert Hall (1931), the overshot
pattern known as Lee's Surrender was probably a variatio
n of
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an older overshot pattern, Braddock's Defeat.
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The latter

name dates the pattern to the 18th century
and the former
name implies the pattern probably developed a
resurgence of
popularity after the Civil War.
A wall hanging woven at the Quicksand Craft Center
,
depicting the Lee's Surrender pattern, is illust
rated in
Figure 7.

Four key motifs, similar to those in traditional

Lee's Surrender patterns, are present, althou
gh block D is
elonated to create a variation.

Threads used in the back-

ground tabby weave are 100% natural colored
cotton and the
pattern weft is a cotton/rayon blend.
Two examples of the Lee's Surrender patter
n were located
in the Kentucky Museum textile collection.

Figure 8 is a

coverlet woven circa 1860 by Mrs. Americ
a Ann Martin in
Butler County, Kentucky.

The tabby weave is of natural

colored cotton and the pattern weft
is navy blue wool.

The

key motifs are easily identified
in this textile.
A pillow case sewn from a coverlet woven
in the Lee's
Surrender pattern is illustrated in Figure
9.

Again the key

motifs of the traditional pattern can
be located but, in this
case, information given in the accession
file list the pattern name as Double Bow -Knot Variant.

This textile was given

to Mrs. Bertha Young Jones of Bowling Green, Kentuc
ky, by Mrs.
Austin Duckett in 1940 and has no known produc
tion date.

The

cotton yarns used in the tabby weave along
with the general
appearance of the item, yellowed fibers and
worn threads,

—

Figure 9. Lee's Surrender, accession #4335, textile
collection, Kentucky Museum, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY. Potographed October 26, 1988.
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portray an early date of production for this textile.

The

original colors were natural colored tabby weave threads and
dark blue pattern weft threads.

Whig Rose
Names such as Lover's Knot, Flower Pot, and Philadelphia
Pavement are synonymous with the pattern traditionally known
in Tennessee and Kentucky as the Whig Pose pattern (Hall,
1931).

It is generally assumed that the name commemorates

the formation of the Whig party in Andrew Jackson's administration, which dates the pattern to the early 19th century.
This distinctive pattern has four key motifs, although it is
the sub motifs that create the interlocking circle pattern.
The table runner illustrated in Figure 10 has a border on all
sides created by repeated sub motirs.
The Quicksand Craft Center produces bedspreads, tablecloths, and table runners in this popular pattern.

This par-

ticular item (see Figure 10) is made of bleached linen tabby
weave threads and colored cotton/rayon pattern weft threads,
although other items at the craft center in this pattern are
sometimes woven of a natural colored cotton in the tabby
weave.

Rose, hunter green, navy blue, and white on natural

colored tabby weave are standard color choices for stock
items in the Whig Rose pattern, but this pattern is commonly
custcm ordered in the customer's choice of colors.
Two excellent examples of the Whig Rose pattern were
located in the Kentucky Museum.

Figure 11

is a copy of a

photograph taken by Lou Tate Rousman in 1935, which she

Figure 11.

Whig Rose Coverlet, Copy of original photograph by Lou Tate Bousman, 1935.

Note.
From Department of Library Special Collections, Manuscripts, Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green, KY, (SC 99, p.33).
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included in a file folder and donated to the museum.

The

folder contains her photographs and documentations for numerous historic textiles; however, no information about this
coverlet was given other than the name, Whig Rose.
A double weave coverlet, a weave which, unlike the overshot, produces a positive effect on the face of the cloth and
a negative effect on the back, is shown in Figure 12.

The

textile has been folded back upon itself to show the difference
between the two sides.

The name, Variant of Single Snowball

with Plain Border, is listed in the accession file and is
possibly a regional name synonymous to the Whig Rose pattern.
The four key motifs of the Whig Rose pattern are easily
identified in the illustration and the border is similar to
the one shown in Figure 11 in that it is created by repeated
sub motifs.

This textile was donated to the Kentucky Museum

in 1951 by the Calverst Estate of Bowling Green, Kentucky and
is handwoven of 100% wool in navy blue and white.

No produc-

tion date is listed in the accession file.
Several researchers have documented Whig Rose patterns
dating to the 19th century.

Burnham and Burnham (1972) docu-

mented two textiles in the Whig Rose pattern circa 1850, one
of which has a border; Hall (1931) documented a Whig Rose
coverlet woven in Paris, Tennessee in 1875; and Wilson and
Kennedy (1983) documented a variation of the Whig Rose
pattern,
Whig Rose and Table, circa 1860.
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Solomon's Delight
The Quicksand Craft Center has been weaving the Solomon's Delight pattern into curtain yardage since the mid
1960's.

Figure 13 shows a fabric used as a sample piece in

customer sales.

This pattern is woven of a linen tabby

weave and a cotton pattern weft in varying colors since it
is an item usually custom ordered.
No information concerning the origin of the name or
pattern was located; nor did the Kentucky Museum possess a
textile in the Solomon's Delight pattern.

However, two

similar patterns have been documented by Wilson and Kennedy
(1983), and these are illustrated in figures 14 and 15.
Figure 14 shows a fabric woven in Sevier County, Tennessee,
by Lennie Reagan Porter circa 1930, which was used as a book
cover.

The tabby weave and the pattern weft of the Solomon's

Delight pattern are of 100% cotton.

The pattern shown in

Figure 15 was titled Solomon's Delight Variation and woven
in Limestone County, Alabama, by Sarah Sims circa 1881.

This

entire textile is also woven of 100% cotton threads.

Chains and Rings
The name Chains and Rings, also known as Lemon Peel,
is descriptive of the geometric shapes created in this
overshot pattern.

The only example of the Chains and Rings

pattern available at the Quicksand Craft Center for photographing was a bedspread woven in white pattern weft over
natural colored cotton tabby weave.

Consequently, the

researcher was unable to obtain a photograph of the item to

C
ay

v

Fiaure 13. Solomon's Delight, Curtain yardage woven by the
Quicksand Craft Center weavers and displayed as a sample at
the center when photographed, August 12, 1988.

Fire 14.

Solomon's Delight

From Of r7over1ets:
Note.
by S. T. Wilson and D. F.
Tunstede.

The Lenacies. the Weavers (2.82),
ennedy, 1983, Nashville, TN:

4-4

clearly illustrate the pattern.
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Figure 16 is a graphic illu-

stration depicting the Chains and Rings draft used by the
craft center weavers, taken from Foot-Powered Loom Weaving
(Worst, 1918).

The pattern repeat, which shows two key motifs,

is generally large and, therefore, is used in bedspreads and
other large items.

The craft center weavers use natural

colored cotton tabby weave threads with cotton/rayon pattern
weft threads, and the colors vary since the items are usually
custom ordered.
A copy of a photograph taken by Lou Tate Bousman in
1935 and documented as a Lemon Peel pattern is illustrated
in Figure 17.

A slight difference in the pattern as compared

to Figure 16 is caused by a variation in the size of the key
motifs.

Information listed in the manuscript file includes

the owner's name, Mrs. Macon A. Leiper, and the fiber content
and color --red and blue wool on white cotton--but no production date.
A Chains and Rings coverlet, listed in the accession
file as Lemon Peel, is housed in the Kentucky Museum textile
collection (see Figure 18).

The item was donated in 1948 by

Mrs. Frank P. Moore of Bowling Green, Kentucky, and no production date is known.

The tabby weave threads are tan, pos-

sibly due to discoloration, and the pattern weft threads are
blue and rose.

This pattern also differs slightly from the

pattern woven at the craft center due to a variation in size
of the key motif.
A pattern that more closely resembles the Chains and
Rings pattern in Figure 16 was documented by Wilson and

111111111

Figure 16.

111.111111'

I

Chains and Rings

No'- c. From Foot-powered Loom Weavina (r.28), by E. F. Worst,
1918, Milwaukee, WI: Bruce Publishing Company.

Figure 17.
Chains and Rings, Copy of original photoaraph by
Lou Tate Bousman, 1935.
Note.
From Department of Library Special Collections,
Manuscripts, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY,
(SC 99, p.25).

4i

A

Figure 18. Chains and Rings, accession #2880, textile
collection, Kentucky Museum, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY. Photographed October 26, 1988.
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Kennedy (1983) as a Chains and Rings Variation (see Figure
20).

This coverlet was woven in 1869 by Mary Elizabeth Clark

Woodfin in Rutherford County, Tennessee.

The threads used

in the weaving are of cotton tabby weave and wool pattern
weft.

Analysis
Handweaving in Appalachia is typically thought of as
part of a long tradition, unchanged since the first settlers
introduced the craft to the area.

This is true to some ex-

tent, according to Milspaw (1976), who further states that
the designs often change with fashion, but the process remains
stable.

In looking at Appalachian crafts analytically to

determine traditionality, Milspaw divides the characteristics
into three distinct areas:

(a) the process of producing the

craft, (b) design, (c) the materials used.

Items woven by

the Quicksand Craft Center weavers were identified as traditional with minor adaptations which have been made for practical purposes.
One aspect of traditionalism is apparent in items produced at the craft center in that all goods are handwoven.
Although some of the looms can accommodate more than four
harnesses, four or fewer harnesses were used with each pattern, depending upon the requirements of the pattern draft.
Patterns marketed as traditional overshot are indeed overshot; a colored pattern weft is floated over a natural
colored tabby.
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Size of the repeat is an arbitrary factor in traditionalism depending upon size of the thread, compactness of weave,
and preference of motif size of individual weaver.

The tradi-

tional documented patterns described in this research varied
in repeat sire, as do the size of the motifs in items woven
at the craft center.

For example, small end products, such

as napkins and table runners, had proportionally reduced motif
sizes in comparison with the larger motifs used in bedspreads.
In addition, key motifs have been altered in size, sometimes
to a great extent, to accommodate the end product, yet the
look of traditionalism has been retained, as in the Lee's
Surrender wall hanging (see Figure 7).
Threads used in the craft center's overshot weavings
were a mixture of traditional and modern.

The tabby weave

in the items examined was either 100% cotton or 100% linen
as in traditional weavings.

Conversely, the pattern weft

threads were of a more modern cotton/rayon blend, which is
less expensive than wool yet has the look and feel of the
wool fiber.

Another advantage of using a cotton/rayon blend

is the ease of washability and the greater dyeability allowing the weavers a wider color range from which to work.

Thus,

the craft center's customers have enjoyed traditional overshot
weaving with the modern convenience of ease of care and the
benefits of greater variety in custom coloring.
The reproduction of traditional weavings in the goods
produced at the Quicksand Craft Center has been accomplished
by the directors' efforts to follow traditional pattern
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drafts, to adhere as close to traditional fibers and colors
as possible, and to still meet consumer needs.

Items from

the past can be adapted to today's lifestyles without losing
the aura of traditionalism.

The weavings sold by the craft

center may be best described by E. C. Hall in a quotation
from the flyleaf of the Kentucky Library's copy of A Pook of
Handwoven Coverlets (1931):

"A link between the present and

the past, between the old world and the new, between you and
your fore-mother; that is what your coverlet should be to
you.,,

CHAPTER VI
BEFORE WEAVING, "ME AND MY FAMILY WEREN'T NO GOOD",
THE WEAVERS

The main concept upon which the Quicksand Craft Center
was established was that of helping the people of Knott
County to raise their standard-of-living.

More specifically,

the program was targeted for women with no more than a high
school education, if that much, who wanted more from life
than welfare and who were interested in a way to help support
the family that would allow them to remain in the home.
Naoma Powell (1975) reiterated this point in a letter to the
Quicksand weavers:
in dealing with economic needs, (and specifically
hunger of any form,) "feeding" a person with the knowledge and skills, the incentive and opportunity to care
for himself is better than handouts or welfare that
keep him permanently at the edge of hunger and dependency. (p. 1)
The majority of the weavers employed by the Quicksand
Craft Center have circumstances characteristic of the aforementioned stereotype.

Furthermore, of the 42 weavers employed

by the Quicksand Craft Center since its conception, none had
previous experience in weaving, yet most developed a highly
skilled aptitude for the art.

Each weaver has a similar

story, individualized by people and circumstances, but all
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are analogous in their developmen
t toward economically and
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culturally improved lifestyles.
While weaving has not erased the marks
of poverty from
the homes of the weavers, it has raise
d standards of living
and changed the lives of whole families.

New rooms and

furnishings have been added to the weavers'
homes, as well as
gas, telephones, running water, and bathr
ooms.

Children

remain in school to receive high school diplo
mas, and, furthermore, they wear new clothing on the first
day of school.

The

same handwoven fabric which can be found
at historic Shakertown adorns the homes of the weavers, 7nd
beds are covered
with expensive handwoven coverlets.
Following are the accounts of three women emplo
yed by
the Quicksand Craft Center and the changes that
the weaving
program made in their lives.

According to Arkie Patton (1988),

their stories are the general "rule of thumb
" rather than the
exception.

It was difficult for the researcher to
entice

some of the weavers to talk about themselves
, particularly
when discussing monetary figures.

Consequently, it appears

that the figures for annual income were
underestimated based
on calculations using hourly wages and hours spent
weaving.

Linda Jacobs
Linda Jacobs (see Figure 20), a 28 year old
native of
Knott County, first heard of the Quicksand Craft
Center in
1982 via a radio advertisement requesting weavi
ng trainees
for the CETA program located at the craft
center.
time, neither she nor her husband had a job.

At the

Their main

Figure 20.

Linda Jacobs, Photographed at the Quicksand
Craft Center, August 12, 1988.
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source of income was from welfare, supplemented by money
earned from occasional jobs by her husband.

Prior to her

participation in the weaving program, Linda's only employment
had been a part-time position at a local school cafeteria
which netted only $200 to $300 a year.
The primary reason for Linda's interest in the training
program was "To get me out of the house" (L. Jacobs, personal
communication, August 12, 1988).

Since she and her husband

had no children, the housework was not enough to keep her
busy, and she did not feel pressured to remain at home.

The

added income was not a major reason for her participation in
the weaving program since her earnings from weaving resulted
in a decrease in her welfare payments.

Linda continues to

work 40 hours a week and estimates that her annual salary is
approximately $4,000.
For Linda, weaving is a job she enjoys.

She is comfort-

able with the director's decisions regarding what is to be
woven and what colors are incorporated in the woven fabric.
She seems to have no inclination toward creative input, but
rather likes the fact that she can sit at her loom from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and concentrate on the fabric forming
before her and forget the little problems associated with
everyday life.

Rosa Lee Gayheart
Rosa Lee Gayheart's (see Figure 21) husband was disabled
in 1979 while working on a lumbering job.

The disability

payments and the income Rosa Lee earned working part-time at

Rosa Lee Gayheart, Photographed at the Quicksand Craft Center, August 12, 1988.
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a local grocery store were insufficient to support them and
their two children.

Although she could have applied for wel-

fare, she preferred to attempt to find employment herself.
Rosa Lee had always lived in Vest, Kentucky, within walking
distance of the Quicksand Craft Center.

Curious about the

activities at the center and having heard that one could be
trained for employment there, she first walked into the Quicksand Craft Center in 1980 and inquired about a job.

Arkie

accepted her into the training program during that first visit
and hired her upon its completion.

Rosa Lee has been a loyal

employee of the Quicksand Craft Center for the past nine years.
A yearly income of approximately $5,000, earned from
Rosa Lee's weaving, is added to her husband's disability payments, thereby allowing the Gayheart family to live without
the stigma of welfare checks.

Her working hours vary from 20

hours one week to perhaps 40 hours the next week with 60% of
the weaving practiced in her home.

Gradually, as her children

are reaching the teenage years, she is spending more time
weaving at the craft center.
Weaving has made it possible for Rosa Lee's children to
remain in high school rather than, like so many Appalachian
children, dropping out to help support the family.

She is

able to afford school clothes and books for her children, and
she can vary her place of working and hours to fit the needs
of her family.

Above all, she enjoys weaving, which is fortu-

nate because "You can't do the work if you don't enjoy the
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weaving" (R. L. Gayheart, personal communication, August
12,
1988).

Dally Sloan
On the rising slopes near the end of a hollow in Carrie,
Kentucky,sits the small, tidy home of Dally Sloan.

Handwoven

fabrics grace the windows and a Whig Rose coverlet rests at
the foot of the master bed.

Dally (see Figure 22) is proud

of the fact that she and her family have added two rooms to
the house, now totaling six rooms; gas and running water have
been installed; and custom cabinets have been made for the
kitchen.

All of these things can be attributed to Daily's

weaving and her earnings.
When the eldest of her children was 14, Dally heard an
advertisement on the radio offering wages to those interested
in taking training classes in weaving through an MTDA program.

At this point in her life, her husband was disabled;

she had eight children to raise; and the family was receivin
g
$98 a month from social security in the form of disability
payments.

She thought "If other people can learn to weave,

why can't I?" (D. Sloan, p2rsonal communication,
August 12,
1988).

Transportation was a problem since she did not
drive,

and the craft center was approximately seven miles from her
home; therefore, she convinced a neighbor, who owned a
car,
to register for the program also.

Ultimately Daily was

accepted into the program along with her neighbor, and they
were in Naoma Powell's first training class held in the
Hindman
Settlement School barn beginning in November of 1963.

Figure 22. Dally Sloan, Photographed at her home in Carrie
KY, August 12, 1988.
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After the training classes ended, Daily preferred to
weave at home where she was needed to care for her children,
one of whom had Downs Syndrome.

She bought her loom for less

than the actual cost through Naoma Powell's pay-with-weaving
program.

Between growing and canning a large part of the

family's food supply and maintaining a household, she "sat
down to rest" at her loom almost every day (D. Sloan, personal communi:ation, August 12, 1988).

According to Daily,

over the past 24 years she has averaged weaving six yards a
week in the winter months and less in the summer, nettin::
somewhere between $4,000 and $6,000 annually.

Presently,

only one child remains at home, giving Daily more time to
weave, although the weaving she does today is more for pleasure
than for income.
Like Linda and Rosa Lee, Daily has no interest in being
involved in the color and pattern decisions.

Arkie Patton

brings the wound works to Daily's home for weaving, as Naoma
Powell did before her.

When the work has been woven, it is

removed from the loom and returned to the Quicksand Craft
Center for hemming and finishing details.

It is the mechanics

and solitude associated with weaving that Daily enjoys as she
works at her loom.
Although the income from Daily's weaving enabled seven
of her eight children to remain in high school and ultimately
to graduate, the personal rewards resulting from her weaving
have meant the most to her.

Daily was able to buy each of her

children a class ring as a high school graduation present; as
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they married, she wove each newlywed couple a coverlet for
their bed.

When her husband spent long periods of time in the

V.A. Hospital, weaving gave her respite, keeping her mind off
her troubles.

Most important her skill gave Dally a feeling

of pride in herself and her family.

Dally once told an

audience at Berea College that she thought before she started
weaving that "Me and my family weren't no good."

But when

visitors to Knott County came to admire her work, "I knew that
me and my family was as good as everybody else" (N, Powell,
personal communication, October 4, 1987).

CWPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The program at the Quicksand Craft Center is significant
in that it is one of the few non-profit craft programs
originating in Appalachia that has resulted in a financially
and orrjanizationally sound program.

Despite adversities such

as under funding, lack of interest, and red tape, the program
has endured for more than two decades.

People, as well as

circumstances, have played important roles in the development
and evolution of the craft program.
The conception of the proc:ram is primarily due to the
benevolence and

perseverance of Naoma Powell.

She recognized

that the highlanders needed more than what life presently had
to offer them.

Starting with only a small grant and a lot of

ideals, she taught the highlanders that helping themselves
was within the realm of possibility.

Two elements are pre-

dominately responsible for the strong foundation of the
Quicksand Craft Center:

Naoma's insistance on duality in

equipment and wor%, and the highlander's trust in hr brought
about by her openess and willingness to help in whatever ways
were necessary.

Only such a rare person is able to penetrate

the closed culture of the Appalachias.
Arkie Patton's role in th2 evolution of the craft center
87
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is also noteworthy.

At a time when a small croup of weavers

needed to move forward and organize as a business, Arkie's
skill as manager brought about the needed organizational
development.

She shifted the marketing strategy from a

primarily commissioned service to one selling wholesale to
pre-established markets.

With the establishment of the

Quicksand Craft Center as a business, the financial base was
fortified for the future.
No business, despite its dedicated personnel or stable
organization, will survive unless the products meet consumer
needs and quality standards.

Both Naoma Powell and Arkie

Patton agreed on this point and each has worked toward this
goal.

The choice of the overshot weaving technidue,

supported by both women, is ideal in that the weave structure
is not complicated, the patterns created are diverse and
interesting, and the technique is a tradition to which the
highlanders can relate.

Most native Appalachians arc

familiar with the overshot technique through stories or
coverlets handed down from generation to generation.

old

The

general public is less familiar with the technique and,
consequently, consumer interest has created a market for
items woven in the overshot weave.

As a result of increasina

consumer interest, business at the Quicsane Craft Center is
on the rise (A. Patton, personal communication, May 29, 1987).
In order for the business to continue to improve, it
will be necessary to broaden t7le market through aevertisirs.
The Quicksand Craft Center, relatively unknown outside of
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Appalachia, has made only meager attempts at advertising and,
as a result, the products are not nationally marketed on a
large scale.

As today's world becomes more mechanized and

computerized, individuals relish hand-crafted goods.

This

desire for the human touch has created a market for the
handwoven fabrics of the Quicksand Craft Center.

A well

planned advertising stateay would broaden the consumer base,
enhance the desirability of the handwoven products, and
increase demand appreciably.
The success of the procram is due primarily to the
dedication and perseverance of the weavers.

In a craft

associated with a culture, skill development should be
stressed.

Nothing dearades workers or robs people of their

pride more than the reproduction of cheap souvelders
(Powell, 1976).

It is also important to promote personal

development and bring the past into the future by encouraging
individual creativity.

A culture that is forced to remain

within the strict confines of the past eventually begins to
stagnate; evolution is essential.

Recommendation for Future Research
During the course of this study, it became apparent
that documentation of handweaving from 1920-1970 is sparse.
Through this period the popularity of handweaving waned,
which could account for the lack of information.
Nevertheless, a small population of handweavers continued to
practice their trade and there is a need for this work to be
documented before the information is no longer available.
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The items produced by these weavers, the changes in weave
structure, and the variations from traditional materials are
all important in understanding the evolution of handweaving.
Unless one knows the developments of the past that have
brought handweaving to the present, it is impossible to
assess the future.
The Appalachian culture. because of the isolation
imposed by the natural environment, provides an appropriate
environment for craft related industry.

The success of the

Quicksand Craft Center has been due, to a great extent, to
uise founders and directors.

These leaders have attempted

to preserve the culture of the people by understanding the
needs and characteristics of the craftsmen, thereby, avoiding
misuse of the highlanders.

This research reviews a small

sample of weavers involved in one specific program and
briefly examines the influence of the program on their lives.
Future research could measure the craftsmen's potential as
skilled crafters and detail their conception of quality
standards and good design.

Craft proqrams based on an

understanding of the culture and its people can be utilized
effectively as an income supplement for the area to advance
the economic and social position of the Appalachian Region.

APPENDIX A

Charter and Letter Concerning Tax Exemption
Verifying that the Quicksand Craft Center
is a Non-profit Organization
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APPENDIX B

Items Produced by the Quicksand Craft Center, 1965-1974:
Commissions and an Advertisement for
Block Printed Note Cards
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QUICKSAND

CRAFT

CENTER

COMISSIONS

Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri
13' x 13' rya hanging
16 - 4' x 7' batik banners
5 - 2.1/2'x 12' applique banners

Shakertown at Pleasant Hill, Harrodsburg, Kentucky
2000 yards handwoven curtain fabric
200 handwoven bedspreads
Courier Journal Building, Louisville, Kentucky
handwoven curtain fabric for Shaker room
Hazard Area Vocational and Technical School - Hazard, Kentucky
400 yards handwoven curtain fabric
Our Lady of Perpetual Help, New Albany, Indiana
6 applique banners
United Methodist Church, Charles City, Iowa
9' x 12' rya hanging
Marthe St. Pierre, M.D., Wavland, Massachusetts
7' x 12' rya hanging
Mrs. Wilbur J. Cohen, Ann Arbor, Michigan
120 yards handwoven curtain fabric
Owensboro - Daviess County Public Library, Owensboro, Kentuck,f
handwoven curtain and upholstery fabric for Kentucky Room

EXHIBITIONS

Pikeville College, Pikeville, Kentucky
Moorhead State College, Moorhead, Minnesota
Doctor's Park Gallery, Lexington, Kentucky
Actor's Theatre, Louisville, Kentucky
Philadelphia Guild of Handweavers, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Columbia Art League, Columbia, Missouri
Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri

1971
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
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APPENDIX C

Financial Report for the Quicksand Craft Center:
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1986
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Quicksand Craft Center, Inc.
Vest, Kentucky
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Comparative Balance Sheet

December 31,
1985
1986

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Inventories, at Lower of Cost (FIFO)
or Market (Note 2)
Total Current Assets
Property & Equipment (Note 1)
RYA Wall Hangings
Land
Building
Paving
Equipment
Less Accumulated Depreciation (Note 1)
Property & Equipment (net)
Total Assets

$

1,565.43
89.50

$

7,598.23

11,611.12
$ 13,266.05

19,145.92
$ 26,744.15

$

7,100.00
3,055.00
85,992.26
3,419.57
21,956.65
$121,523.48
99,818.36
$ 21,705.12

$

$ 34.971.17

$ 55,746.71

7,100.00
3,055.00
85,992.26
1,400.00
20,756.65
$118,303.91
89,301.35
$ 29,002.56

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Current Liabilities
Payroll 6. Sales Tax Payable
Total Current Liabilities

$
$

Fund Balance (Note 5)

S 33,853.43

$ 54,679.14

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

$ 34,971.17

$ 55,746.71

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

1,117.74
1,117.74

$
$

1,067.57
1,067.57

Quicksand Craft Center, Inc.
Vest, Kentucky
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Comparative Statement of Income and Fund Balance

1986

Years Ended December 31,
Sales
Cost of Sales
Beginning Inventory
Add: Thread, Material & Loom Supplies
Weaving & Sewing Labor
CETA Labor (Note 3)
Less Tables & Chairs Capitalized in
1986 (Note 1)
Less Ending Inventory (Notes 1 & 2)
Cost of Sales
Gross Profit (Loss) from Sales

1985

$ 41,153.32

$ 37,433.99

$ 19,145.92
9,838.40
41,517.83
1,780.50
$ 72,282.65

$ 21,215.90
9,774.21
36,412.33
3,744.00
$ 71,146.44

1,200.00
11,611.12
$ 59,471.53

19,145.92
$ 52,000.52

$(18,318.21)

$(14,566.53)

$ 12,500.04
2,059.33
2,010.64
2,839.31
1,859.13
732.47

Operating Expenses
Managers Salaries
Payroll Taxes
Employee Health Insurance
Insurance
Utilities
Telephone
Interest
Depreciarion
Travel, Workshops & Fairs
Food & Cleaning Supplies
Office Supplies, Freight & Postage
Dues & Subscriptions
Repairs & Maintenance
Sales Tax
Courtesy Gift & Advertising
Accounting
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses

688.00
650.00
32.95
36,324.84
$

$ 12,500.04
2,713.17
1,343.17
3,741.40
1,730.04
707.23
3.24
11,087.96
2,158.56
550.72
560.90
157.00
730.65
9.20
1,250.00
500.00
150.00
$ 39,893.28

Net Income (Loss) from Operations

$(54,643.05)

$ 54,459.81

Other Income & Expenses
Donations 6 Grants Received (Note 5)
CETA Labor Furnished (Note 3)
Other Income
Total Income

$ 31,932.62
1,780.50
104.22
$ 33,817.34

$ 37,530.46
3,744.00
$ 41,274.46

Net Income (Loss)

$(20,825.71)

$(13,185.35)

Add Beginning Fund Balance
Fund Balance, December 31, 1986

10,517.01
1,243.96
179.08
240.11
124.00
648.81

54,679.14

67,864.49

$ 33,853.43

$ 54,679.14

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Quicksand Craft Center, Inc.
Vest, Kentucky
Statement of Changes in Financial Position

Years Ended December 31,
SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL

1986

1985

NONE

NONE

USES OF WORKING CAPITAL
Excess of Support and Revenue
over Expenses (Deficit)

$ (20,825.71)

Add items not using working capital:
Depreciation
Funds required(used) by Operations

$

Additions to Property & Equipment
Tables & Chairs Captialized from Inventory
Paving of Driveway

Increase (Decrease) in working Capital

Changes in Working Capital Components:
increase (Decrease) in Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Inventory (Notes 1 & 2)

10,517.01
10,308.70

$(13,185.35)

$

11,087.96
2,097.39

1,200.00
2,019.57

$ (13,528.27)

S( 2,097.39)

$ (6,032.80)
89.50
(7,534.80)
$(13,478.10)

671.43
( 158.20)
(2,069.98)
$ (1,556.75)

Increase (Decrease) in Current Liabilities
Payroll & Sales Tax Payable
Deferred Gifts (Note 3)

Increase (Decrease) in Working Capital

100

50.17

$

50.17

$

$(13,528.27)

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

$

565.77
( 25.13)
540.64

$( 2,097.39)

Quicksand Craft Center, Inc.
Vest, Kentucky
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Notes to Financial Statements
December 31, 1986

Note 1-Significant Accounting Policies
Financial statements have been prepared using the accrual method of
accounting. Income and expenses have been accrued through year end.
Inventories are recorded at the lower of cost or market. At the end
of 1935, there were some wooden crafts in inventory. During 1986,
management decided these were more of display items and should be
reclassified to property and equipment. The carrying amount of these
($1200) was capitalized and are being depreciated over a five year
life.
Property and Equipment is recorded at cost. Equipment which has been
donated to the center is recorded at estimated market value at the
time of gift. Depreciation is calculated using the straight line
method. Estimated lives of buildings and paving are 10 years and
equipment 5 years.

Note 2-Inventories
At December 31, 1986 and 1985, the center had the following inventories:
1986
1 985
Wool Yardage
$ 1,925.00
$ 1,100.00
Threads
1,093.54
2,737.92
3,945.00
Carpets, Rugs, Runners
7,140.00
Bedspreads & Pillows
1,384.00
3,040.00
Place Mats, Napkins,
Runners
2,250.50
2,669.00
Wooden Crafts
90.00
1,320.00
Other
923.08
1,139.00
Balance December 31,

$11,611.12

$19,145.92

Note 3-CETA Labor
CETA Labor has been reflected on the financial statements as if the
funds were actually received and used to pay this cost. The labor
is reflected as a cost of sales component with an offsetting amount
reflected as a CETA grant received.

Notes to Financial Statements - December 31, 1986

Page 2

Note 4 - Income Taxes
Quicksand Craft Center, Inc. is a non-profit organization under
Internal Revenue Code Section 501 (c) 3. As a result, there is
no provision for income taxes.

Note 5 - Commitments and Contingencies
The center receives a substantial amount of its support from two
donors. A significant reduction in this level of support, if this
were to occur, would have an effect upon the center's programs
and activities.
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APPENDIX D
Excerpts from a Grant Pro
posal Presented to the
National Endowment for the
Arts
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Quicksand Craft Center
41772
Vest, Kentucky
October 13, 1975

Miss Nancy Hanks
Chairman
National Endowment for the Arts
Washington, D. C. 20506
Dear Miss Hanks:
The Quicksand Craft Center, Vest, Kentucky, presents
this proposal to the National Endowment for the Arts for
funding of thirty-five architectural tapestries for exhibition in selected museums and galleries. These hangings will be produced by highly s!:illed ATDpalachian craftsmen, with designs by nine recognized designer/craftsmen who
will work with the weavers at Vest. The proposed grant would
cover a four-year time frame, with application for funding to
be made annually.
Photographs of a recent exhibition held at the Clara
Eagle Gallery at Murray (1<entuc%y) State University will
be added to the supplementary material as soon as prints
are returned from the developer. Also to be added will
be a listing of museums and galleries expressing interest
in scheduling this exhibition. The museum contacts are
presently being made, with favorable response.. Their definite commitment for scheO.uling awaits the availability of
the above-mentioned prints.
I am looking forward to the appointment at the National
Endowment with Ms. Elena Canavier, Mr. Stephen Sells, and
Dr. Allen Jabbour at 11:00 A. M., on October 21. I hope
to have the completed material by this meeting.
Sincerely yours,

Naoma Powell
Director
NP/kjc
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The Quicksand Craft Center is seeking the funds to produce
a series of large-scale wall hangings for a traveling exhibition
to be shown in selected museums throughout the Unites States.
The primary purpose of these exhibitions is three-fold: (1) an
opportunity for an unusual display of American-made textile
hangings through some of the major museums, produced by a group
of Appalachian craftsmen. Emphasis will be placed on excellence
of design and craftsmanship ratlwr than upon the poverty of the
region from which these hangings %:ill come; (2) exposure of the
work of qualified, practicing craftsmen to museums and organizations capable of purchasing original architectural tapestries
and hangings, increasing productivity and potential income for a
community of weavers and related craftsmen; (3) stimulus to encourage other groups of similar background to enrich their own lives
and contribute to the culture of their local communities, and ultimately add to the American heritage.
In fulfillment of this purpose a select group of recognized
craftsmen-designers would be employed to assist in designing and
supervising the production of the hangings.
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STATEMENT

log

The Quicksand Craft Center is seeking the funds to produce
a series of large-scale wall hangings for a traveling exhibition
to be shown in selected museums throughout the United States.
The primary purpose of these exhibitions is three-fold: (1) an
opportunity for an unusual display of American-made textile
hangings through some of the major museums, produced by a group
of Appalachian craftsmen.

Emphasis will be placed on excellence

of design and craftsmanship rather than upon the poverty
of the
region from which these hangings will come; (2) exposure of the
work of qualified, practicing craftsmen to museums and organi
zations capable of purchasing original architectural tapestries
and hangings, increasing productivity and potential income for
a
community of weavers and related craftsmen; (3) stimulus to encourage other groups of similar background to enrich their own
lives
and contribute to the culture of their local communities, and ultimately add to the American heritage.
In fulfillment of this purpose a select group of recognized
craftsmen-designers would be employed to assist in designing and
supervising the production of the hangings.

PROPOSED

A.

PROGRAM

11:.)

PRODUCTION OF 35 ARCHITECTURAL HANGINGS
The Quicksand Craft Center proposes to produce for
exhibi-

tion 35 large scale hangings: 10 rya hangings of varyin
g size
up to 13' width; 5 finger-controlled hangings of
comparable scale;
10 appliqued banners; and 10 batiks.

B.

USE OF SELECTED DESIGN CONSULTANTS
Eight well known designer-craftsmen will be select
ed to

design architectural hangings to be produced by the
Quicksand
weavers for the traveling exhibition.

Each designer will come

to the Center at Vest to supervise the beginning produc
tion of
the hanging he has designed.

Not only will this add greater

diversity to the show, but it will also give the
Quicksand weavers
wide exposure to good designers.

The eight designer -craftsmen

also will serve as consultants in the selection of
any designs
the local weavers themselves might produce, which
could be included as a part of the major exhibition upon the
recommendation
of the consultant designers.

C.

EXHIMTION IN MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
Contacts are being made with the directors of selected museum
s*

and galleries located in the Appalachian area, -nd
in key cultural
centers of eastern, southeastern, and mid -western
states.

This geog-

raphic selection will keep lower the costs of
transportation between
museums, as well as traveling costs from Vest
to any museum that
* See Supplementary Material
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chooses to include a demonstration of weaving in its show opening.
(Such demonstrations increase public awareness of the differences
between hand production and machine imitation, and
offer opportunity
for cultural interchange.)
The proposed scheduling of shows would be for a period of three
to four weeks, to be arranged with the individual museums.

The

Center's program director would be available for consultation in installation upon request from a museum.

Arrangements would be made

with each participating museum for its financial and handling responsibilities in shipping the hangings to the scheduled location.

112
TIME

FRAME

The proposed plan assumes a four-year time frame, with application to be made annually for each year's budget.

This time allot-

ment is based upon actual experience from weaving thirteen ryas and
other wall hangings in finger-controlled methods, and from making
several large scale applique and batik banners.

Because of the size

of the hangings, it is proposed that the production schedule be
spaced through a period of two years.

Materials will be ordered in

the first year to save costs through quantity buying, and in recognition of possible continued inflation in yarn costs.
While actual production conceivably could be condensed into a
period of less than two years, a large administrative staff would
be required to accomplish the same goals.

Even with an increased

staff a condensed time frame would allow no margin for shipping
delays of materials, or for conditions affecting the weaver-working hours.

In the Appalachian mountain areas, circumstances of flood

and death are realities that must be faced with flexibility in any
program planning.
An additional consideration is the finished product.

Insuffi-

cient time allowance for designing and production could result in
some sacrifice of quality in the completed works.

The Quicksand

Craft Center does not wish to compromise its standards.

TIME

FRAME

CHART
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First Year
All designs submitted and approved, 35 hangings
Ordering of all materials for production
5 designer/craftsmen workshops with weavers, with beginning
of production
Production of 18 hangings
Completion of full-size cartoons, 10 ryas
Planning catalog
Scheduling arrangements with museums for exhibitions and
demonstrations
Second Year
5 designer/craftsmen workshops with weavers, with beginn
ing
of production
Production of 17 hangings
Catalog printing
Third Year
Exhibitions outside of Kentucky
Demonstrations with show openings upon museum reques
t
Returning of hangings to QCC for cleaning and possib
le repair
Fourth Year
Cleaning and possible repair of hangings before furthe
r
showing
Exhibitions in Kentucky (possible co-sponsorship with
Kentucky Arts Commission)
Demonstration with show openings upon museum reques
t

1 14

Compilation of report with photographs to be submitted
to NEA
Possible sales of hangings for fund -matching of NEA
grants

MEANS OF FINANCING MATCHING FUNDS
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The Quicksand Craft Center is supported chiefly by private
contributions and grants. Each step of progress has been one
made in belief that the full spending of our resources in a
productive, life-giving effort furnishes the catalyst by which
new energies and resources are released to supplement our own.
This principle of productive spending has stimulated the
growth of fiscal assets of the Quicksand Craft Center from one
portable filing case in March 1963 at the time of incorporation
to the present $38,776.06, with an inventory of $6,260.34 in raw
materials and $20,771 retail value of finished goods.
This year Dr. Thomas H. Johns, Kansas City, Missouri, has
volunteered professional services to assist in fund-raising through
private foundations. Allen Ratteau of the University of Chicago
plans to devote half-time in administrative assistance to the
Center, with special attention directed toward fund-raising.
The anticipated sources of income other than sales for 1976,
based on their previous support to Quicksand Craft Center
:
Appalachian Fund, Inc.
Public Welfare Foundation, Inc.
Marie John
Private donations

$ 5,000
5,000
1,000
2,000
$13,000

Possible new sources of income for which application is
being made are:
Governor's Challenge Grant
Knott County Fiscal Court
(Severance Tax)
New Private foundations

$ 4,000
20,000
10,000
$34,400

These new sources of funding should be adequate to finance
the present building expansion and increase of staff necessary
for an expanded program.
Product sales will cover the cost of materials and weavers'
wages in other lines of production which can be carried on simultaneous to the making of exhibition pieces. .
From these combined sources it is believed that the Quicksand
Craft Center will be able to furnish matching funds of $16,400
($10,580 cash; $5,820 in-kind) for a grant of $16,200 from the
National Endowment for the Arts for the Fiscal Year 1976-77.

FIRST YEAR BUDGET
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7-1-76 TO 6-30-77

INKIND
Salaries & Wages
Director/Designer (1/2)
$ 3,000
Production Manager (In Training)
(1/2)
Secretarial Assistance
(In Training) (1/2)
TOTAL SALARIES AND WAGES

$ 3,000

Supplies and Materials
Wool Yarn for Ryas, 500 lbs.
@ $5.00
Linen Warp for Ryas, 100 lbs.
@ $3.20
Mixed Fiber for Finger-Contolled
Hangings, 75 lbs. @ $5.00
Fabric for Applique Banners
100 yds. @ $2.60
Fabric for Batiks, 30 yds.
$12
Wax and Dye for Batiks
TOTAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

QCC
CASH

NEA

TOTAL

$ 3,000

$ 6,000

$ 1,200

1,200

2,400

1,010

1,010

2,020

$ 2,210

$ 5,210

$10,420

$ 1,250

$ 1,250

$ 2,500

160

160

320

190

190

380

130

130

260

180
80

180
80

360
160

$ 1,990

$ 1,990

$ 3,980

$

$

Travel
*1 Boston, Massachusetts to Vest, Ky.
*1 Rising Fawn, Georgia to Vest
*1 Murray, Ky. to Vest
*1 Berea, KY. to Vest
*1 Kansas City, Missouri to Vest
Staff-Local Travel, 3,600 mi.
@ .15 mile
5 Consultants per diem, 5 days
@ $25
620

220
90
120
60
190
540

220
90
120
60
190
540
620

*(Indicates Round Trip)
TOTAL TRAVEL

$

'620

Other
Weaver-Production Costs (piece work)
750 sq. ft. Rya Weaving 0 $7
.$ 2,630
400 sq. ft. Finger-Controlled
Weaving @ ;14
800
250 sq. ft. Applique Banners @ $6
750
5 - 4 ft. x 7 ft. Batiks 0 $100
500
WEAVER - ARTIST rEEs

$

500

$ 4,180

$ 1,220

$ 1,840

$ 2,630

$ 5,260

800
750

1,600
1,500
500

$ 4,180

$ 8,860

FIRST YEAR BUDGET (con't)
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QCC
IN-KIND
CASH
Insurance on Materials & Finished Products

Space & Equipment Rental
4,000 sq. ft. workspace
@ $200/month

NEA

TOTAL

$200.00 $200.00

$ 1,200

$ 1,200

$ 2,400

1,200

1,200

2,400

500

1,000

1,000

2,500

TOTAL OTHER

$ 2,200

$6,380

$ 7,780

$16,360

TOTAL PROGRAM COST FIRST YEAR

$ 5,820 $10,580

$16,200

$32,600

Utilities
Heating and Electricity @
$100/month & Telephone @
$100/month
4 Design Consultants (5 days @
$100) & 1 Program & Funding
Consultant (5 days @ $100)

1
EVALUATION

The effectiveness of a program for the production and display of exhibition hangings can be evaluated from several points
of view.

Statistically, museum attendance count gives one profile.

A more in-depth evaluation in gained from critical reviews and news
articles of the exhibition.

Museum response, or possible purchases

for permanent and private collections, is another scale and perhaps
one of the best methods of evaluation.
A hoped for outgrowth of a good exhibition program is consumer appreciation and demand for good design and craftsmanship.
As previously mentioned, Scandinavia has increased the level of
consumer demand for handcrafted art.

The beginnings of a similarly

high level of consumer demand are already working in our country
whenever a true craftsman arouses a sense of appreciation for a
beautiful object in one who has not seen beauty before.
Not to be forgotten are the values to the weavers in the production of objects.

Skills can be measured by their degree of

conformity to set standards, but creative response has no pattern
for measurement.

Some values elude measurement.

It is assumed in any educational program that the effects of
individual enrichment will extend to the families, to the communities,
and to the extent of influence upon others, even to the region of
the learner.

Some degree of enrichment of the southern Appalachian

region is a goal set forth in this proposal.
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